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In a brave adventure, MG combined American muscle with British metal 
to take on the best that BMW could offer. Just how close did they come? 

Words: Keith Adams  Photographs: Jeff Bloxham

MG ZT-T 400 

BMW M5
vs

Head To Head
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When you are the best in the business, there is 
always someone who wants to take a shot, 
and take the spoils for themselves. Take the 
BMW M5, for example. For years it has 

been the benchmark super-saloon, and for pretty much as long 
as it has been enthroned as king of  the hill, a raft of  challengers 
have put their heads over the parapet and tried to perform the 
miracle of  besting the best.

Without a doubt no one expected a challenge to come from 
MG – after all, here was a marque that specialized in sporting 
convertibles and saloons for the common man. In a history 
littered with such niceties as the Midget and the MG1100, the 
idea of  an MG going head to head with a £60,000 BMW 
saloon was almost laughable…

Until, that is, in 2000, when the company found itself  
independent and unhindered by the demands placed upon it 
by its overlords in Munich. During BMW’s ownership, MG 
and Rover were both distanced from anything produced by the 
German company; so Rover was discouraged from actively 
marketing its sporting saloons while MG was limited to open-
topped sports cars (not entirely true to the marque’s heritage) 
and kept away from the American market.

Once that limitation had been lifted, the attitude towards 
MG’s future potential changed considerably. The management 
wanted to toughen-up the brand, and within a year of  the 
formation of  MG Rover, a raft of  new cars was introduced. 

The most fascinating of  these Zed cars were the ZT 260 and 
supercharged 385 – rear wheel drive V8 powered versions of  
the familiar 75-based ZT saloon. 

Codenamed X11 and X12, these Ford Mustang V8 powered 
cars were originally conceived as an upward extension of  the 
75/ZT range, as Powertrain remained in BMW’s hands at the 
time and MG Rover wasn’t convinced that it would be able to 
develop the KV6 engine into something more powerful. When 
the engine division did eventually come MG Rover’s way,  
development on the V8s was well enough advanced to continue 
with the project – and besides, they would be a glamorous 
addition at the top of  the range.

When the ZT 260 V8 arrived in September 2003, many 
observers were disappointed that its supercharged sister car 
remained in development. With 385bhp on tap, the 
supercharged gentleman’s express promised to be a surprising 
rival to BMW’s 400bhp M5 – and for an anticipated price of  
up to £20,000 cheaper than its German rival.

But the MG needed to be good. Since its launch in 1998, the 
E39 generation M5 had been routinely seeing off  the opposition 
to become the de facto super-saloon. With a 4.9-litre V8 engine 
developed by the legendary M-Sport division in Munich, and 
a chassis honed at the Nurburgring, the M5 was the third and 
most accomplished generation of  this sporting icon. In fact, it 
had become so fearsomely complete that for many, it was the 
definitive supercar that also happened to have four-doors.
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Above
Longbridge engineers got the 

chassis so right with the ZT260, 
that it easily handled 400bhp. 

When MG Rover collapsed in April 2005, the ZT 385 
was painfully close to introduction, but it never came to be 
– and as a result, remains one of  those all-too-many 
fascinating might-have-been cars never produced by the 
company. Luckily, enthusiastic ZT 260 owners have been 
able to create their own versions of  the 385 by strapping a 
supercharger to their muscle cars to produce something 
special. Whether these supercharged monsters were 
special enough to compete with the BMW M5 on level 
terms, we were keen to find out.

Our ZT-T 400 may have been converted in Scotland by 
Dreadnought Engineering, but its roots lie in North 
America. Dreadnought used a Sean Hyland-supplied twin 
screw supercharger kit as developed by Kenne Bell in the 
USA. Although it was developed for the 1999-2004 Ford 
Mustang, the upgrade works wonders on the MG ZT 260 
– especially as it’s no squeeze fitting it under the bonnet 
since MG Rover had done all the hard work with its 
original RWD conversion. And unlike MG Rover’s 
original ZT 385 which was a ‘crate’ option supplied by 
Roush Engineering, the SHM conversion requires no 
under-bonnet modifications apart from the re-positioning 
of  the alternator and the fitting of  uprated fuel injectors. 
Even the bonnet-soundproofing panel remains in place – 
and as a result, it’s an impressively neat job. 

The only other modification is an engine remap for the 
well-known Ford EEC V management system – not 
altogether straightforward on the ZT because of  its 

Siemens/Ford interface modules, which allow the V8 to 
run within the existing car’s electrical systems. The results 
of  all this work speak for themselves though – with 400bhp 
on tap and 392lb.ft of  torque, there’s no doubting that the 
supercharger conversion turns the ZT V8 into a very 
heavy hitter indeed. Yet despite these impressive figures, 
because of  the excellence of  the standard ZT 260’s chassis, 
no further modifications are required, although brake and 
tyre life are considerably shortened.

Like the ZT 385, the BMW M5 from the E39 generation 
took its time to appear – mainly because its then top of  
the range 540i was considered potent enough to tick all 
the sporting boxes. However when it did finally hit the 
market, the M5 managed to raise the high performance 
saloon game considerably. 

The heart of  the M5’s appeal has always rested under 
the bonnet, and this one is no exception. Its 400bhp 4.9-
litre V8 may have been based on the standard unit, but 
almost every component had been specially re-designed 
for high-performance use. And because of  its double 
Vanos variable valve timing system, the engine delivers 
torque by the skip-load and more revs than you could ever 
care to use on the public road. 

As well as being offered in six-speed manual form only, 
the M5 also features Dynamic Stability Control (DSC), 
and a ‘Sport’ button which activates an alternative engine 
map to give the fly-by-wire much quicker response as well 
as a change in the recirculating ball steering’s pump 

MG ZT-T 400
TOP SPEED
155mph (limited)
0-60MPH
5.3s
ECONOMY
10-23mpg
ENGINE
4601, ohc, 
V8-cylinder
ASPIRATION
Supercharged
POWER
400bhp @ 6090rpm
TORQUE
392lb.ft @ 3890rpm
GEARBOX
5-speed manual
BRAKES
Disc/disc
DIMENSIONS
Length: 4792mm
Width: 1770mm
 Height:  
1470mm
 WEIGHT
1770kg

‘THe Mg feeLs Laid back 
despiTe THe yobbisH 
exHausT. THroTTLe 

response is sofT and 
you need To be quiTe 
unsubTLe wiTH iT To 
engage warp drive’
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Above
every bit as potent, composed 
and polished as you’d expect a 
bMw with the M-badge to be. 

BMW M5
TOP SPEED
155mph (limited)
0-60MPH
5.3s
ECONOMY
12-25mpg 
ENGINE
4941cc, dohc, 
V8-cylinder
ASPIRATION
Atmospheric
POWER
400bhp @ 6600rpm
TORQUE
369lb.ft @ 3800rpm
GEARBOX
6-speed manual
BRAKES
Disc/disc 
DIMENSIONS  
Length 4784mm
Width 1800mm
 Height  
1437mm
WEIGHT
1795kg

valving to give the driver much more feel at the helm. 
This attention to detail made the M5 one of  the greatest 

and most useable supercars money could buy – and with 
secondhand examples now hitting the market for well 
under £20,000, it comes in at a surprisingly similar price 
to the MG ZT 400 when the cost of  a standard car and its 
conversion are taken into account.

With similar top end power and torque figures, it should 
come as no surprise that the MG ZT 400 and the BMW 
M5 deliver pretty similar performance. Certainly it’s true 
when you look at what they can achieve – 0-60mph comes 
up in 5.3 seconds for both cars, and their speed limiters 
mean they’ll hit the electronic brick wall at 155mph. 
Unfettered by such electronic nannies, both cars will run 
out to around 180mph – rather impressive considering 
their roomy interiors and spacious load areas.

However, the way in which their performance is delivered 
couldn’t be different. Because of  the ZT 400’s XPower 
exhaust system, your senses are assailed by the musicality 
of  that V8 – and if  it’s not the mellifluous rumbling at idle 
that gets your juices flowing, the almost sexual roar the 
supercharged V8 produces on full throttle certainly will.

Yet the MG feels laid back in its approach despite the 
yobbish exhaust system. Throttle response is soft and you 
need to be quite unsubtle with it if  you want to engage 
warp drive. However, it’s a world removed from MG 
Rover’s Roush supercharged effort where the blower was 
an on/off  affair – and you’ll feel the SHM twin-screw unit 

doing its stuff  on fairly light throttle openings at low speeds.
That means the ZT is supremely tractable, and possesses 
linear acceleration that will have you believing there’s a 7-
litre engine under the bonnet. Gearchanges are optional, 
and demanding B-roads will be shrugged off  disdainfully 
in fourth gear. Although third is good for 110mph, there’s 
enough flexibility in the higher gear to keep all but the 
most hard-core press-on merchants satisfied.

The M5 couldn’t be more different. Its engine is zingy 
and possesses staggering throttle response, which has you 
digging into its performance reserves more readily than the 
more measured ZT. Whereas you’ll need to make a 
conscious effort to get the British car to deliver the last 10 
per cent of  its potential, the BMW’s immense pace is a 
mere flex of  the right toe away.

The M5’s soundtrack is much more muted than the 
MG’s, but has a more cultured, dare we say, thoroughbred, 
timbre – especially when you’re extracting that last ten per 
cent of  its immense potential. The choice between the two 
couldn’t be more marked – the MG is a gentleman’s express 
which can also rearrange your internal organs if  need be, 
whereas the BMW is a full-fat supercar, with touch and 
delicacy you’d come to expect from such a creature.

Although it sounds like madness, to get the best from the 
ZT you need to turn off  that intrusive and rather 
agricultural traction control system. Once that 
unpleasantness is out of  the way, you’re going to be in for a 
rare treat – and proof  if  it were ever needed that given a 

‘THe engine possesses 
sTaggering THroTTLe 
response wHicH Has 
you digging inTo iTs 

perforMance reserves 
More readiLy THan THe 

More Measured ZT’
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focused brief  and not enough money to 
realise it, the boys from Longbridge truly 
could perform miracles.

The firm ride is well damped, and although 
there’s plenty of  joggliness on broken back 
roads, the pay-off  is wonderfully controlled 
handling and tight, insightful turn-in. Much 
has been made of  the ZT’s ability to oversteer 
on demand and in supercharged form, this 
remains the case. However, with more power 
on tap, that rear-end adjustability is more 
easily regulated, and more extreme for those 
with the courage to exploit it.

Grip levels are not as high as the M5’s, but 
there’s no mistaking the ZT’s handling 
balance. If  only that over-large steering wheel 
and slightly ponderous in-pause-out 
gearchange didn’t do its best to slur the 
information flow from the wheels. There’s 
also more understeer than we remember, but 
that is more than likely down to choice of  
tyres than suspension settings.

However, the BMW is even more composed 
– and adds a few degrees of  extra polish for 
good measure. Again, the ride is tight and 
controlled, but the handling feels marginally 

more assured, and when you start to press-on 
if  the opportunity presents itself, getting up to 
speed is almost ridiculously easy.

Where the M5 really scores over the ZT is 
in its steering and tighter suspension settings 
– there’s more accuracy and less body roll, 
and that results in a more confident drive. All 
that really lets down the M5 is the slightly 
woolly gearchange – better than the MG’s 
but not quite up to the high standard of  the 
rest of  the controls. 

The interior of  the ZT remains as appealing 
as ever, even if  some of  the more controversial 
styling features continue to divide opinion. 
The oval dials and switchgear are all high 
quality and feel well engineered. The driving 
position is not far off  being perfect, and is 
ably assisted by ample electrical adjustment. 
Aside from the large steering wheel and 
obstructive A-posts which cause blind spots at 
the front, there’s little to criticise.

Visibility is certainly not a ZT strong point, 
and although the Tourer rear end means 
you’re not struggling for a backwards view 
like you would in the saloon, there’s no 
escaping the claustrophobic feel those wide 

pillars and high dashboard cause. Build 
quality is up to scratch, though – and as the 
car is suffused with so much character, we 
suspect most owners will learn to live with the 
visibility issue, as well as the sub-standard 
performance from the climate control system 
and cramped footwell. Being a Tourer, there’s 
the bonus of  a large boot, and we love the 
tailgate, which offers a separately opening 
rear window – handy if  you’re throwing 
something small into the boot.

If  the ZT feels a little ‘clubby’ inside, there’s 
no mistaking the M5’s sporting credentials. 
All the luxuries are there of  course, but what 
comes across loud and clear is that the interior 
has been planned perfectly for keen drivers. 
The electrically adjustable driver’s seat and 
steering column result in a driving position 
that is perfect. The M5 interior has extra 
touches that make it even more special – the 
row of  yellow lights on the rev counter that 
tell you what revs to use when the engine 
warms up are thoughtful. 

Equipment is generous and, like the ZT, it 
has a satellite-navigation system, climate 
control, and cruise control as standard. 

Above
both cars are relatively discrete 

on the outside, successfully hiding 
the beasts that lurk within. 



However, at the end of  the day, the BMW’s 
quality feels far more deep-seated, even if  the 
cabin has a more sober, business-like 
ambience. In short, the ZT looks good, but 
the BMW feels better.

If  you own either of  these cars you’ve 
already made a bit of  a statement about your 
own feelings about cars. You crave speed, you 
have real world considerations, and most of  
all you’re a petrolhead. Because they are 
roomy and perform as well as they do, both 
of  these cars would be supremely easy to live 
with – and unlike more overtly fast cars, few 
people will know of  the unleashed fury you 
can call upon in day-to-day driving.

The ZT hasn’t proved entirely trouble-free 
in day-to-day use, and many V8 owners have 
encountered problems with them. However, 
the impressive fact remains that most owners 
cheerily acknowledge the faults and continue 
to love their ZTs. Only cars with true charisma 
can evoke these kinds of  feelings.

The only issue you’ll juggle with is the 
sheer expense of  owning either car – fuel 
consumption is horrifying in real terms, 
although not so bad once their towering 

performance is taken into account – and 
servicing will also be expensive if  you don’t 
go down the specialist route.

Despite that, these downsides pale into 
insignificance every time you floor the throttle, 
or drink in the music of  those charismatic 
engines, be it the ZT or the M5.

But the object of  this test was to find out 
whether MG Rover had managed to produce 
a car that could take on the might of  the 
BMW and deliver it a severe beating. In terms 
of  outright speed, there’s little to separate the 
two cars, and the handling of  the British car 
remains a testament to just how special the 
chassis engineers at Longbridge actually 
were. In terms of  delivery, these two cars are 
worlds apart, and both possess immense 
appeal – for the MG, it has to be the sheer 
lunacy of  it. To all but the most hardened 
MG anoraks, this car remains almost invisible 
on the street, and although it looks smart on 
its 18in alloy wheels and sports more in the 
way of  exhaust pipes, it could easily be your 
neighbour’s turbo diesel.

That makes it the best Q-Car money can 
buy – and if  you want to make discreet 

progress, there are few cars that will better it.
The BMW M5 is also quite a low-key 

effort, but thanks to subtle body mods and a 
more hunkered down stance, it’s fair to say 
that people with even a cursory knowledge of  
cars will know that they’re looking at 
something special. So, in that respect, MG 
managed to build a better discreet family 
supercar than BMW.

However, when the chips are down, that 
doesn’t make it the better car. The BMW’s 
engine is far more responsive, its handling is 
more polished, and its interior is a more 
special to be. On the road, the M5 puts in a 
phenomenal performance, and although 
some die-hard fans might bemoan the passing 
of  its more vocal six-cylinder predecessor, 
there’s no escaping the sobering fact that in 
its day, there was nothing to touch this car in 
terms of  overall appeal.

However, that is not to undermine the 
achievements of  MG Rover, and just as 
importantly, SHM and Dreadnought 
Engineering, with this car. The fact that it is 
capable of  being mentioned in the same 
breath as the M5 speaks volumes for just how 
good it is. In fact, it delivers enough body 
blows to the German car to have us believe 
that had it hit the market at £20,000 less than 
the BMW, the miracle might actually have 
been performed despite the odds.

Thanks to: the owners Peter Carmichael (MG ZT-T) 
and Andy Bibby (BMW M5) for their enthusiasm and 
time, and to Dunsfold Aerodrome, Cranleigh, Surrey, 
GU6 8TB (01483 200 900, www.dusfoldaerodrome.co.
uk) for providing a safe location for photography.

The MG ZT-T 400 
conversion

MG performance specialist, 
Dreadnought, carried out the 
Kenne Bell supercharger 
conversion – and offers the 
complete job to 260 owners 
for £6000. Based in Callander, 
near Stirling, Brian Luti and his 
family-run garage has worked 
with Sean Hyland Motorsport 
to bring the best of North 
American Ford tuning 
expertise to bear on the MG-
Rover installed 4.6 litre 
modular V8.  

For more  
information contact:

Brian Luti, 
Dreadnought Garage, 
Stirling Rd, Callander, 
Perthshire FK17 8DA
Tel: 01877 331099
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